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Bob Ross by the Numbers
Award-winning artist Sean Dye presents this essential guide to painting with water-soluble oils (a safer, less toxic alternative to traditional oil
paint). He describes the medium and explains why there is so much enthusiasm for it, and offers clear, step-by-step demonstrations featuring
the work of some of the best painters working with it today.

Love Is Like a Rainbow
Discover how to create vibrant, colorful watercolor paintings of a range of animals! With Colorways: Watercolor Animals, learn to paint all your
favorite animals, from an elephant and a whale to a dog, cat, fish, and more. Each step-by-step demonstration shows not only how to capture
the animal’s likeness, but also how to use color to create magical, otherworldly, and whimsical paintings. In these tutorials, you will also learn
how to use watercolor paint to suggest texture and fur on your animal subjects. Along the way, you will find technique instruction and tips for
using different types of strokes, working with various brush shapes and sizes and using washes and underpaintings. The Colorways series
teaches artists of all skill levels how to employ color across a variety of media in unique and imaginary ways to create innovative and inspired
artwork. Focusing less on realistic artistic representations and more on creating expressive art, this series invites you to break the standard
rules of color and let your imagination and artwork soar to new heights in order to create unconventional, whimsical, and fanciful works of art.
Learn the customary rules of color, and then bypass them, with the help of Colorways: Watercolor Animals, a book that encourages you to
use color for interpretive means and personal expression while painting your favorite animals.

The Bob Ross Cookbook
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“Anything we don't like, we'll turn it into a happy little tree or something; we don't make mistakes, we just have happy accidents.” Bob Ross,
the soft-spoken artist painting happy clouds, mountains, and trees has captivated us for years with the magic that takes place on his canvas
in twenty-six television minutes—all while dispensing little branches of wisdom. His style and encouraging words are a form of therapy for the
weary, but with Bob it is always about more than painting. There is a hidden depth within his easy chatter, another layer to everything he
says. When he talks about painting, he's using it as a metaphor for life! Happy Little Accidents: The Wit and Wisdom of Bob Ross opens with
an introduction and brief biography of Ross, followed by a collection of Ross's greatest quotes and most majestic works of art. Relax. Unwind.
Be inspired. “Just let your imagination go. You can create all kinds of beautiful effects, just that easy…”

Bob Ross' New Joy of Painting
This interactive journal inspired by Bob Ross will spark the imagination with a series of creative prompts for sketching, writing, mindfulness,
and goal-setting; motivational quotes; and Ross's signature landscape artwork throughout. This journal features: Bob Ross-inspired prompts
to stimulate the creativity of artists and anyone with a creative bent. The interactive elements include ideas for sketching, writing, activities,
mindful practices, and dream-scaping. Motivational quotes. Full-color artwork spotted throughout. Distinctive flocked cover, giving Bob Ross's
signature hairstyle a tactile feel. Full-color illustrated hardcover binding with rounded corners throughout. Lined and blank interior pages,
printed on woodfree paper.

Watercolor with Me
A no-fuss, portable method of painting fun! Just add water to your paintbrush, dab on the pigment palette, and create beautiful works of
watercolor art in this fun, easy painting book of floral designs. Painting is a relaxing, calming activity, and this medium offers no mess and no
fuss. With everything contained in the book, you’ll have a portable canvas so you can paint anywhere.

Your Brush with Nature
Celebrating the soft-spoken man who encouraged millions of people to create their own art, Bob Ross is the first-ever comprehensive
overview of Bob Ross's artwork, influence on pop culture. Full of the acclaimed signature art created by America's favourite art instructor, Bob
Ross contains more than 300 pieces of Bob's art features his most famous quotes, an essay chronicling his life and continuing effect on pop
culture, as well as information on the technique he used to create his art.

Bob Ross Paint with Water
Charge through this magical book with your paintbrush and markers! If you like to color and paint, try this relaxing painting book where the
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painting pigment is infused directly into the paper! All it takes is a dab of water on your brush, and colors will magically appear as you swish
over each of the thirty vibrant unicorn designs. Finish off your designs with markers or colored pencils for a mystical unicorn masterpiece! The
book includes a fine-tip paint brush and a water-resistant flap to protect your work. This is an easy, portable, convenient way to enjoy painting
and coloring fun for hours!

Bob Ross
Relax and enjoy Bob ross coloring book word search & sudoku to stay sharp and have fun! This large-print 8.5" x 11" book won't fit in your
pocket, but you can slip it in your briefcase, carry-on or beach bag and relax with a bob ross in your spare moments. You can also just tear
out a page and take it with you. Have fun and sharpen your mind with EXTRA-LARGE PRINT word searches & sudoku bob Ross Paint with
Water & Learn to paint in oil step by step for all fans 8 words per puzzle +30 total words to find! Fun themes andRobert Norman Ross
coloring book Large 20-point font Easy-to-read answer keys let's go now :coloring book of bob Ross Paint with Water & Learn to paint in oil
step by step for all fans , Adults & Seniors

Bob Ross: Happy Little Puzzles
"How-to" manual provides all levels of students with detailed methods for painting such simple subjects as bamboo and plum blossoms as
well as more ambitious motifs. 150 illustrations, including 82 in full color.

Unicorn Universe
A titanium snowcapped mountain. A happy little tree made with Van Dyke Brown and Dark Sienna. A majestic, vibrant phthalo blue sky. Bob
Ross: My First Book of Colors is an early concept board book featuring various Bob Ross paintings and some of Bob's little quips about each
of the thirteen colors he used on his palette in front of TV audiences. Full of real paintings from the iconic artist, this is sure to be a hit for any
Bob Ross fan. Colors include: Alizarin Crimson Bright Red Cadmium Yellow Hue Dark Sienna Indian Yellow Midnight Black Phthalo Blue
Prussian Blue Sap Green Titanium White Van Dyke Brown Yellow Ochre

Bob Ross: My First Book of Colors
A beautiful and instructive art technique book on depicting skies, sunsets, clouds, coastal vistas, rainbows, lakes, waves, rock pools and
waterfalls.

Be a Peaceful Cloud and Other Life Lessons from Bob Ross
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Cuteness is everywhere in this painting and coloring book. Add a few gentle strokes with a wet paintbrush and then watch the colors merge
and mingle on the page! This magic paper painting book includes 30 adorable designs from acclaimed illustrator Angela Nguyen, with
watercolor pigments embedded into the lines. When you apply the tip of your wet paintbrush to the lines, the pigments emerge to create
gorgeous, colorful scenes. Also included are more than a dozen traditional coloring pages that you can complete using your own markers and
pencils.

Just Add Watercolor Flowers
Bob Ross paints a stunning home for his squirrel friend, Peapod, in this delightful nod to a painter icon. This is the sweet story of a painter
(Bob Ross) who helps his squirrel friend, Peapod, find the perfect home to live in. Bob paints an actual Ross painting, "Meadow Lake," in this
charming tale about helping friends and embracing the serenity of life. Bob, along with Peapod, go through the various steps and processes
to painting, including praising those "happy little accidents" that happen along the way.

Happy Clouds, Happy Trees
Frozen fans and puzzle enthusiasts will enjoy these fifteen sticker-puzzle challenges. Disney Frozen fans will be warmed by the fifteen sticker
puzzles in this book. Match more than 100 sticker shapes in each full-color puzzle to the tessellated grid—and when you’re done, you’ll have
an amazing glossy art poster to hang on your wall. Each puzzle features a popular Frozen character, and will provide hours of enjoyment for
fans of all ages.

More of the Joy of Painting
A soft touch of water is all you need to make dozens of beautiful and inspiring works of art. Just add water to your paintbrush and watch as
the vibrant colors merge and mingle on the pages of this magical painting book. Each of the 30 vibrant designs in Be Happy: Just Add Water
contains pigments embedded onto the page, and a gentle touch of water will cause the colors to emerge. Images include nature scenes,
animals, flowers, and mosaics, accompanied by positive affirmations to remind you of all the joy that is to be found in the world.

Bob Ross Quote Cards
This sequel to the best-selling Bob Ross Coloring Book features a collection of sixty-five seasonal paintings refashioned from Bob Ross's
original works. The second coloring book based on the art of the beloved and acclaimed painter and television personality, this exclusive
authorized collection of art, derived directly from Bob Ross's own paintings, offers his legions of fans a contemplative, relaxing, and inspiring
way to connect with the work and personality of the pop-culture icon. Featuring many of Ross's most famous quotes and catchphrases about
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happy little trees, friendly squirrels, and more, the book also includes a full-color gallery of the original artwork. But as he would no doubt
want, coloring fans of all ages are encouraged to make their own decisions, embrace their mistakes, and make each painting their own.

Painting with Water-Soluble Oils
A double dose of relaxing entertainment in one package! Relax your mind and spirit as you color in these gorgeous tropical scenes that will
take you away to paradise. When you’re ready to re-energize, the word search puzzles on the opposite pages will help enhance your mental
acuity. Tropical Coloring Book & Word Search is fun for all ages, and provides two types of relaxing entertainment to suit your needs.

The Official Bob Ross Coloring Book
Cook craveable comfort food favorites and find joy in your kitchen's happy little accidents with this one-of-a-kind cookbook for Bob Ross fans
and aspiring chefs of all ages. Featuring comfort-food favorites inspired by Bob Ross's iconic words and scenic landscapes, this collection of
recipes is as delightful and distinctive as the artist himself. The Bob Ross Cookbook: Happy Little Recipes for Family and Friends includes
recipes and entertaining ideas based on the art and wisdom of Bob Ross, evoking the painter's signature wisdom and tone. Learn how to
apply his laid back, meditative approach to delicious meals such as: Happy Little Roasted Chicken Curly-Topped Veggie Mac and Cheese
Nothing-to-It Pot Roast Van Dyke Browned Meatballs Golden Sunset Shrimp Scampi Upstream Salmon Croquettes Brunch Palette Quiche
Cabin-Roasted Vegetables And much more! Peppered with Bob's own art and quotes and featuring full-color food illustrations from a certified
Bob Ross painting instructor, this cookbook features easy-to-follow recipes that include "Bravery Test" sidebars for when you want to take it
up a notch. You know The Joy of Painting; now learn the joy of cooking with Bob Ross.

Painting with Magic
Experience the joy of puzzling in these 15 sticker-puzzle challenges featuring the art of Bob Ross. Bob Ross charmed viewers with his simple
and efficient painting techniques, and now you too can discover the joy of creating amazing artworks with these puzzles. Each of the fifteen
challenges in this book contains more than 100 sticker shapes to be placed in a tessellated grid. When you’re done, you’ll have a full-color
glossy art poster that you can hang on your wall. The art of Bob Ross is featured in every puzzle, so you’ll experience the enjoyment of
seeing his works come to life as you complete the puzzles.

Down by the Sea with Brush and Pen
Add a happy stroke of water to create gorgeous landscapes inspired by Bob Ross’s art. Bob Ross charmed his audience with his whimsical,
joyful style on the public television series The Joy of Painting, and now you too can paint almighty pictures in this watercolor painting book.
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Use the included paintbrush to apply gentle strokes of water to each of the 24 specially treated pages, and watch as the colors emerge and
blend to create a beautiful Bob Ross masterpiece. This serene and peaceful book also contains 12 traditional coloring pages featuring even
more of Bob’s works.

Chinese Brush Painting
Packed with tips for buying and using materials, mixing colors, creating texture, and correcting mistakes?as well as advice on painting skies,
fields, trees, water, roofs, winter scenes, and much more?this generous collection demystifies the painting process, revealing its secrets and
offering explanations on how to produce perfect pictures every time. With 140 tips ranging from defining techniques to selecting a subject, the
methods here are quick and clever and allow enough flexibility for each artist to adapt the advice to their own style.

Happy Little Accidents
When you’re in a happy little mood, personalize any of these 20 postcards with the included stickers and send it to a friend. Use these happy
little postcards whenever you want to send a fun message to a friend! Each postcard has a full-color scene from a painting by iconic artist
Bob Ross, along with one of his memorable quotes. On the back is the same scene in grayscale and without the quote—so you can add any
of the included puffy stickers or create your own speech bubbles to personalize your postcard before mailing it to a friend or family member.
Cards also feature information about Bob Ross that any fan of his show will appreciate with a hefty dose of nostalgia.

Tropical Coloring Book & Word Search
Anna’s philosophy as a watercolor teacher is that painting and sketching are for everyone. Even if you have a busy schedule, there is still
time to relax the mind and build creativity with 15-minute projects. From landscapes and galaxies to flowers, cakes and animals—15-Minute
Watercolor Masterpieces offers a wide variety. Projects include: a foggy forest, a mountain landscape, sunflowers, and colorful birds. Anna
covers basic watercolor techniques, along with tips on how to create just the right shade when mixing. Each project begins with instructions
for a simple sketch, along with step-by-step guidelines for painting. With Anna’s experience teaching beginners, she makes each step easy
to follow so that your final piece of art will be frame-worthy. Anna is the founder of DearAnnArt. She has a strong social media presence on
Instagram, where she started a 15-minute watercolor hashtag to inspire beginners to try painting.

Bob Ross Happy Little Sticker Puzzles
5O No-Sketch Projects That Bring the Ocean to Life Dana Fox, author of Watercolor with Me: In the Forest and founder of Wonder Forest,
provides fifty new marine-themed projects in this beginner-friendly watercolor guide. Known for her whimsical art style and straightforward
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instruction, Dana leads you through three major watercolor techniques: wet-on-wet, wet-on-dry, and ink-and-wash. Best of all, there’s no
sketching required, so you can focus on each painting method. Bring adorable sea creatures like octopuses and otters to life on high-quality
art paper. Start simple with shading in a monochromatic orca, experiment with adding depth to color with a bright bobbing seahorse and
practice stylizing your subject in a charming lighthouse scene. With inspired art and step-by-step instruction, it’s easy to pick up a paintbrush,
break out your palette, and create something beautiful.

Watercolor Wherever You Are: Flowers
Uses contemporary art theory to explore the painter, teacher, and television personality who was embraced by many while simultaneously
being ignored and reviled by scholarly art educators.

Water Paper Paint
Since 1983, Bob Ross has been television's favorite artist. His Joy of Painting show captures higher ratings than any other art program in
history, year after year. Bob's quick painting style and easy, encouraging manner reach millions of viewers around the world each day. His
third book -- New Joy of Painting -- is now available in paperback, containing another sixty of his favorite landscape paintings. Each is
presented in full color, along with written instructions and detailed black-and-white how-to photographs. Now you really can complete your
very own beautiful masterpiece -- you can do it. "Remember, there is no failure, only learning," says author Annette Kowalski. "As I've heard
Bob Ross say a thousand times, I hope you never create a painting that you're totally satisfied with, for it's this dissatisfaction that will create
the motivation necessary for you to start your next painting, armed with the knowledge you acquired from the previous one."

Terry's Top Tips for Watercolour Artists
This skill-building portfolio book will teach you everything you need to know to get started with watercolor painting. Eight step-by-step floral
watercolor projects are printed on thick and tactile watercolor paper, perforated for easy removal and display.

Bob Ross and Peapod the Squirrel
Lovely painting fun with positive thoughts included! If you like to color but get tired of dragging around a case of markers, try this magic-paper
painting book where the pigment is infused directly into the paper! All it takes is a dab of water on your brush, and colors will magically appear
as you swish over each of the 30 vibrant designs. The book includes a fine-tip paint brush and a water-resistant flap to protect your work.
Each design has an affirmation of love to induce a smile while you paint. This is an easy, portable, convenient way to enjoy painting fun for
hours!
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15-Minute Watercolor Masterpieces
Following the success of his first book, The Best of the Joy of Painting, Bob Ross gathered sixty more of his favorite paintings to create More
Joy of Painting. Now available in paperback, More Joy of Painting presents each painting in full color, followed by detailed instructions and a
series of black-and-white photos to walk you, step-by-step, through the process of creating a Bob Ross original. So, whether you want a
landscape of snowcapped mountains or a serene fall day, with More Joy of Painting you can create a beautiful work of art with the same ease
and grace as Bob Ross.

Modern Watercolor Botanicals
Each of these nine 96-piece jigsaw puzzles featuring the art of Bob Ross will lift your spirits with the joy of puzzling. Experience the joy of
puzzling with Bob Ross in this collection of nine 96-piece jigsaw puzzles featuring his distinctive landscape art. Each colorful puzzle is packed
(and can be assembled) in a spacer page and is accompanied by reflections from Bob on life and art from the painting’s episode. The back
sides of the puzzle pieces are color-coded for easy identification, and hidden underneath each puzzle on the spacer page is an inspiring Bob
Ross quote from the corresponding episode of The Joy of Painting. This happy little book is ideal for jigsaw puzzle and Bob Ross fans alike!

Disney Frozen 2 Sticker Art Puzzles
"Bob Ross spent every episode of The Joy of Painting teaching generations of viewers how to paint. But, perhaps more important, he also
taught us how to live. His lessons about imagination, friendship, kindness, mistakes, and finding happiness are well received-- and
necessary-- now as they were during each of his twenty-two minute televised episodes. Based on Bob Ross's famed techniques, anecdotes,
and iconic images, Life Lessons from Bob Ross: Be a Peaceful Cloud is a calm, mindful guide to navigating your own personal landscape.
Filled with his most famous quotes and illustrated by his original paintings, this book's meditative essays, including "Blank Canvas", "Happy
Little Accidents," and "Bravery Tests," are stepping stones to thinking the way Bob Ross would: you are an artist, and your life is a beautiful
work of art. "I knew you could do it," Bob would tell his televised audience at the end of a challenging painting. And he was right: you
can"--Page 4 of cover.

The Art for Joy's Sake Journal
If you love Bob Ross, The Joy of Painting, and mindful pastimes, this mini activity kit is for you! Set includes: 2 distinct 300-piece mini puzzles
(one of a landscape painting and one of Bob Ross himself at work). When completed, each puzzle measures 6 x 7-1/2". 2-1/2 x 3" easel
flipbook featuring Bob's works of art and words of wisdom
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Colorways: Watercolor Animals
With an elegant spiral binding and layflat design, Modern Watercolor Botanicalsfeatures- *Lessons with detailed instructions for 3 skill levelsbeginner, intermediate, and advanced *Over 100 pieces of traceable artwork, so no drawing experience is required *Easy-to-understand
diagrams, pictures, and instructions *Each lesson builds upon skills learned in the previous lessons *"Why Art?" essays exploring the joys,
challenges, and inherent value in artistic pursuit Each botanically-based lesson offers instruction at three different skill levels- beginner,
intermediate, and advanced. Learn to paint eucalyptus wreaths, shape olive branches, detail wildflowers, tint fine-lined blooms, shade tropical
leaves, and more!

How to Draw and Paint Water and Sky
Heiner Hertling, PBS host of Your Brush with Nature, shares his painting secrets in this lighthearted, easy-to-follow book. From art students to
teachers, beginners to pros, Heiner guides his readers and gives them the tools and confidence needed to awaken their creative talents.

Be Happy
This book is not only for "painters" but for all types of creative individuals who want to experience and play with watercolor, whether their
background is mixed-media, textile art, journaling, or paper craft. Unlike the typical watercolor text books, this unique, beautiful volume is a
field book of inspiration, creative ideas, how to's, and projects, all from an artist's perspective. Each creative exercise features a technique,
shows step-by-step photographs, and includes a clever idea for a gift or project that can be made from the painted samples.

Bob Ross Happy Little Jigsaw Puzzle Book
Bob Ross-whose happy paintings, memorable hairstyle, and quirky catchphrases make us grin from ear to ear-is still as popular as ever. This
mini kit captures Ross's matchless appeal. It includes the first-ever officially licensed Bob Ross bobblehead figure, and it plays 10 different
wise and witty sayings from the art master. The kit also comes with a mini easel book featuring Ross's landscape works, which can be
displayed alongside the bobblehead figure.

Planet Cute
Capture the Magic of the Sea with Claudia Nice Nobody captures the misty splashes and weathered details of seascapes quite like Claudia
Nice. In this step-by-step guide, Claudia shares her special approach to creating dynamic watercolor compositions textured with pen and ink,
acrylics and gouache. Claudia starts with the basics, so you can advance at your own pace as you follow along through more than 60 step-byPage 9/11
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step demonstrations ranging from short mini demos to full-scale paintings. Take a look inside to see how simple and inspiring Claudia's
instruction can be. Each chapter focuses on a different element of coastal scenery, including crashing waves against rocky bluffs, wide sandy
beaches and gently rolling surf, colorful boats and harbors, luminous ocean sunsets, and warm tropical scenes with kids and dogs at play.
You'll find complete instructions for mixing the colors of active and still water, as well as creating the textures of sand and rock. Claudia also
features her own reference photos and field studies to show you how to build solid compositions from a variety of sources. Dozens of quick
tips teach you the details that add drama and realism to your seascapes, and 30 complete paintings will inspire you to create your own
beautiful coastal scenes. With Claudia Nice, learning to paint lively seascapes is like spending a day at the beach!

Bob Ross: a Happy Little Creativity Journal
Painting With Magic Volume NO. 1 book. Learn from professional artist Brandon Thomas in his new book, Painting With Magic. This book
has 10 full projects with full color photos and the unique color chart for easy mixing! With this book you will have step by step instructions to
easily paint 10 of Brandon's favorite paintings. Pick up a copy today for easy to follow lessons, tips and tricks to paint your masterpiece with
Brandon T!

Bob Ross Bobblehead
These beautiful pages invite you to pick up your brush and grow. Kristy Rice's joy-focused approach to watercolor art has won the hearts of
fans worldwide, and with this journal Rice offers ways for all levels of painters to make "art for joy's sake" and simultaneously paint a personal
keepsake or add beauty to your inspiration wall. Includes 10 illustrations ready to be watercolored on thick, textured paper, alongside fullcolor tear out reproductions of the same works painted by Kristy herself, demonstrating palette choices and brushwork. Enrich your art with
"prompt" ideas to inspire your painting's growth; pages with no-stress exercises for techniques; inspirational artwork and quotations; and even
a few recipes for nourishing your body along with your spirit! Each item in the Artisan series is designed to offer a specially crafted watercolor
discovery glowing with Kristy Rice's creative touch. Also in the series: Watercolor Cards: Kristy Rice Designs.

Bob Ross Coloring Book Word Search and Sudoku
Discover the joy of painting, just like Bob Ross himself, with this one-of-a-kind mini art set! Kit includes: Three pre-printed canvases with
numbered sections -- 2 landscapes and 1 of Bob's famous face. Each canvas in around 3-1/8 x 2-3/4 inches. 7 paint pots Mini paint brush
Mini easel for displaying finished paintings Full-color, fold-out sheets with detailed painting instructions 32-page book on Bob Ross, including
painting tips
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